
Apple crumb pie

Every year when Christmas comes around, I watch as my Nana bakes batches

upon batches of delicious cookies. I can always count on her to make the best holiday

desserts, but we have always had something special to bake together every year. Our

beautiful, crispy apple crumb pie. Apple crumb pie quickly became something our family

looked forward to each year. The perfect cinnamon taste with a delicious crumb topping

makes the perfect holiday dessert.

I walk into the kitchen, feeling bored, and I see the bright green and red apples

sitting on the counter. I smell the cinnamon, waiting to be poured onto the apples. I

watch as my Nana turns around and gestures for me to help. Excitedly, I rush to the

counter, pick up a perfect, fresh apple, and start pealing it into the sink. I peel them, one

by one as my Nana starts cutting them up into thin slices and tosses them into a bright,

blue bowl. We then add the cinnamon and sugar to the apples and mix them up. Then,

we pile the apples into the pie crust. finally, it's time to make the crumb topping, which,

in my opinion, is the best part of the pie. We gently add all the ingredients for the

topping and mix it together. As we add the topping to the top of the pie, we take a step

back and admire our work. Excitedly, we put the pie in the oven and I go make small

talk with my papa as my Nana cleans up. After cleaning, we wait patiently for the pie to

be finished. When the time finally comes, we pull the beautiful pie out of the oven and

let it cool.

Making pie with my nana will always be a memory that I love. Now, our family

looks forward to the pie around the holidays and I look forward to making it.




